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Web Site Area:
Navigating Buttons

This collapse/expand 
button hide the useless  

graphics  of the menu to 
make the minicatalogue 
area more comfortable 

for users. It is 
recommended for 

creating the 
order/demand..

Select desired 
language of the 
site if available 

You can log on by this button to see the 
items in minicatalogue with prices and 
other important information. Please email 
on info@elektroline.cz to get the login.

Main menu for 
browsing whole 
web site.

Type the ID of the 
item or key word to 
find the item quickly.

Each of them is 
further devided into 
severeal groups 
according to its use.

Minicatalogue is  
divided into the two 
thematic parts: OCL 
and Signaling parts.

Archive is special group of 
discarded items – items in 
this group is not able to 
order. See step 2.5
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Graphics of 
the menu is 
now hidden.

You can appear it 
again by clicking on 
the expand/collapse 
button.

By clicking on the 
login button, it 

shows new login 
window to log on

Type ID and 
password to 

log in

Web Site Area 
Log In
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If you are logged on 
you can see catalogue 

item with prices

In the login mode you 
can create an order by 

clicking on the PLUS 
button and add the 

item/s to the cart.

Green arrow indicates 
the group which you 
are browsing, in this 
case group no. 2 
(insulators)

The name of the group

This button enables to 
expand/collapse similar 
items. Main item is on 
the dark green 
background, other 
similar items below are 
on the lighter green 
background.

Login status of the user

You are able to see and 
download DWG file if 

available 

You are able to see and 
TEST REPORT of the 

item if available 

You are able to see and 
download ASSEMBLY 
INSTRUCTION of the 

item if available 

By clicking this icon you 
can see SPARE PARTS of 

the item

You can click on each 
item of the 
minicatalogue to see its 
detail (see next page)

Browse the Minicatalogue
Browse the Group of Minicatalogue, Login Users
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By clicking this 
button you can 
generate PDF file 
from the each detail 
of the minicatalogue 
item

You can enlarge the 
image in if available 

by clicking on it

You can browse 
further images if 
available and see 

them by clicking on 
the image

You can view spare 
parts list

All of the attached documents 
you can download from detail of 
item

You are able to add 
the item to the cart

The most of the 
items has attached 

technical information 
on detail

This is the tree of the 
minicatalogue which 
is clickable - quick 
access to 
menu/submenu.

The name of the item

Browse the Minicatalogue 
Detail of the Item, Login Users
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You can browse the 
images by clicking 
preview PREV and next 
NEXT buttons.

You can see number of 
image and whole number 
of images.

NEXT button is 
appeared  when you go 
close to this button 
same as  PREV button.

Browse the Minicatalogue
Enlarged image in detail of Item
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If you click on SPARE 
PARTS you can view the 
list of components 
which you can order 
(add to cart) as well

Each numbered position 
which is on the sketch you 
can find on the list below. 
The number of position is 

related to the left column on 
the left

Items from the spare parts 
list you can order but there is 

not option to view detail of 
it. Items are not clickable.

If the field is filled by red 
color, the price is not 

available. You have to ask for 
it (the best way is to email to 

info@elektroline.cz) to get 
the price.

This amount is related to the 
number which you need to 

compose whole item 
(product). We recommend to 
order indicated amount, but 
you can change the amount 

by clicking on it and type 
your own amount.

You can generate PDF 
file from whole spare 
parts list including 
sketch and print it out or 
just save it in your 
computer.

Browse the Minicatalogue
Spare Parts
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This is quick access to the 
new item which is the 

substitution for archive item.

Archive group is for browse 
of older discarded items. 
You can see which item is 
substitution for old one. It 
is not possible to order
such items!

Archive list Archive detail of 
the item

Browse the Minicatalogue
Archive Group
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You can also choose from 
these options to compose 

your own complete sets 
(!! unfortunately these 

options are not up to date 
and results of this step 

doesn’t have to be actual) 

Firstly, choose one of 
the thematic parts of 
complete sets

Type ID or key word and 
then click FIND button to 

find your target 
immediately  

This is another way for 
composing of TBUS 
switch set by checking 
desired items 
(Recommended for 
experts who exactly 
know which items they 
want)

Browse the Complete Sets
Complete Sets Main Menu
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After your choice in 
MAIN MENU you have 
to choose from  3-level 
SUBMENU to get more 
exact results, namely 
e.g. 1st (3.), 2nd (3.1) 
or 3rd (3.1.1) level

3.1

3.

3.2.1

The higher level of 
menu you choose 

the more items you 
will find in results. 

Eg. See results of 3.2.1 
group from previous 
step

The tree of the 
groups of the 

menu which you 
can directly click 

on

The prices of 
particular 

complete set

If any price is marked by red color, 
the price is not correct. (We highly 

recommend to demand the 
complete set again or to demand 
only item with the missing price)

Browse the Complete Sets
Complete Sets Sub Menu
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ID of the complete 
set

The name of the 
complete set

The sketch of the 
complete set

The price of whole 
complete set

The weight of whole 
complete set

The list of items of 
which the complete 
set consists 

The particular weight 
of the item

The particular price of 
the item

You can order/add to 
cart whole complete 

set

You can generate PDF 
from complete set and 
print it out or only save 
it in your computer 
(Same as in 
Minicatalogue)

..By clicking on  the „SERVICE REQUEST“  new 
window is opened. Just type your name, your 
email, your request and click „SEND REPORT“.

This is a user option. Use if you 
want us to make any technical or 
other changes in the complete 
set. It is an easy way to send us 
your request…

Browse the Complete Sets
Detail of the complete set, Login Users
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You can add both,
any minicatalogue 

item...

The list of 
ordering/demanding 
products is created 
by adding of items or 
complete sets to the 
cart.

If you are logged on 
you can create an 
order / if you are not
logged on you are 
able to create only 
demand.

… as well as any 
whole complete set 

to the cart

There are two ways to add any item to the 
cart: Either on the list of items or on the 
Detail of the item (Same as a complete sets)

Making an Order of the Products
Add of Item (of complete set) to the Cart
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The item you added 
to cart appears in the 
cart list

The cart is 
opened in new 
window

Now the cart consists one complete 
set and one item. You can continue by 

adding further items from 
minicatalogue or complete sets…

…or you can change the amount of item. 
Just click in the box to make a change –

eg. 20 pcs, then press ENTER on your 
keyboard (see in the next step)

Making an Order of the Products
Cart
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You can save current 
content of the cart for 
later use..

..just type the name of the 
project (e.g. „ProjectXY-03“) and 
click „SAVE“.

You will find this saved cart in 
your „LIST OF SAVED CARTS“. 
You have to be logged on!!

This is the box for adding 
item/s defined by user 

(which is not in 
minicatalogue or 

complete sets)

…just fill the number, name, 
quantity, price and weight up 
and then click „PLUS“ button 

on the right (Attention: you 
have to fill up all empty 

boxes!)

Making an Order of the Products
Cart Editing
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You can re-open your 
saved cart anytime you 
want – you have to be 
logged on!

Date and time of saving the 
cart

Name of saved cart

You can delete your 
saved cart…

…or you can move your saved cart 
to the actual cart again and also 

add, edit or remove items. Then you 
can finalize and send the order to us 

or save the cart again.

Making an Order of the Products 
Saved Carts and Re-opening of the Cart
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You can see now the 
item defined by user 
added in step 4.3 

After you have edited 
the cart you can save it 
again

When you complete your order,
continue „PROCEED 

SHOPPING“ button or…

…you can print cart or export 
the cart into the Excel file. 

Follow next step 4.6..

Making an Order of the Products
Re-opened Cart
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Button for exporting the cart 
into the Excel file.
This button enables to save 
CSV file in your computer and 
then open it in MS Excel.

You can use four type of view of 
the cart

Button for printing of actual 
page view.

You can change this options if 
needed

You can change this options if 
needed – It is the separator of 
decimal place in excel file

Only these type of view can 
be exported into Excel.

Making an Order of the Products
Print Cart and Export the Cart into the Excel File
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Click „SUBMIT ORDER“ button 
to send your order to us. Then 

we will contact you.

After the printing or 
exporting into the excel 
click „PROCEED 
SHOPPING“ button.

It is still possible to go back 
to the cart 

Please fill in at least mandatory 
fields, otherwise the order can 

not be finished.Please fill in all fields if 
possible. 
Mandatory fields must be 
filled in to finalize the 
order!

Making an Order of the Products
Finalization of Order
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Access the webnews 
by this button

You can browse the older 
webnews You can  expand 

particular webnews 
item for more 

information

Browse the Webnews
Webnews
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You can odrer the 
files according to any 
parameter by clickin 

on it.

Files are sorted into 
the several groups.

Thank you for your attention. www.elektroline.cz

It is possible to download 
any file on this site. We 
offer various useful files 
here.

Download Area
Download the Files
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The user who is able to 
download the file is 
shown here.

The date when the file 
has been added on this 
site is shown here.
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